This thesis first elaborates on the definition and causes of eco-criticism, then it expounds the formation of Jack London's eco-critical ideas. Based on these, the author attempts to analyze one of Jack London's masterpieces The Call of the Wild from the opinion of eco-criticism. The main purpose of this thesis is to dissect Jack London's ecological ideas by the analysis of the novel.
According to ecologism, all creatures and places in this world, favorable or unfavorable, beautiful or ugly, all together constitute the eco-system. Therefore, man cannot be separated from nature. In The Call of the Wild, the main settings are in the northern wilderness such as Yukon Territory and Alaska. These inaccessible areas are so brutally frigid and perilous that only the strongest creatures could survive. From ecological view, thought it is not suitable for man to live, wilderness has its own right to exist. Though the wilderness is primitive and ruthless, it is pure and fair. Wilderness treats all creatures equally without discrimination. Nobody has the privilege. All the creatures live in the same condition, so they should mutually respect each other, and together make great effort to overcome the difficulties.
At the beginning of The Call of the Wild, London described an ideal environment to live in. It described like this:
Buck lived at a big house in the sun-kissed Santa Clara Valley. Judge Miller's place, it was called. It stood back from the road, half hidden among the trees, through which glimpses could be caught of the wide cool veranda that ran around its four sides. The house was approached by graveled drive-ways which wound about through wide-spreading lawns and under the interlacing boughs of tall poplars. (LEI, 2012, p. 28) The description of Judge Miller's house reveals London's desire that he prefers to live in country or a valley.
Modern society places people in the contaminated air and narrow space. In London's opinion, countryside, valley, and the entire wilderness become the symbols of freedom. Although the wilderness might be hard for people to survive, it still represents the purity and fairness. Many people reach Klondike and Alaska to find gold, but they hardly know the basic tips such as how to drive a sled. But dogs can easily adapt the cold weather and dangerous condition.
In the end of The Call of the Wild, Buck got rid of the civilization's bondage and returned to nature. He was accepted and admitted by wolf pack, and "he may be seen running at the head of the pack through the pale moonlight" (LEI, 2012, p. 130) . He would never be hit or maltreated by human. In the nature, he could behave like a real dog and live with his own will. When he returned to nature, he was totally free. Nothing could limit him anymore.
Conclusion
This paper mainly explores Jack London's eco-critical ideas which revealed in his representative work-The Call of the Wild. First, the writer states the concept of ecological ideas especially the concept of eco-criticism. The elaboration of theoretical knowledge helps readers have a better understanding of eco-criticism. Then by introducing London's life experience and social situation in the age he lives in, readers can easily understand how and why Jack London becomes an ecologist. The following part analyzes several paragraphs in The Call of the Wild which can clearly reflect London's ecological ideas. In the end, the writer expresses the purpose of writing this thesis. It aims to appeal to people's attention of relationship between human and nature. By quote of disharmonious relationship and description of the dog's happy ending from The Call of the Wild, the paper also shows London's great hope of returning nature.
